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Turkey Falafel with Tzatziki • Each recipe is free from grain, gluten, sugar, and dairy, along with
nuts, starches, nightshades, and alcoholic beverages—s eclectic and mouthwatering recipes draw
motivation from international cuisines to maintain cooking fun and exciting. Cristina’making this
a perfect cookbook for those following keto, Paleo, low-carb, AIP, or allergen-free diet programs.
You will feel just like a gourmet chef with easy-to-make meals ready from accessible ingredients
that you can find at your local grocer using simply the one expert list that she provides in the
book! Made Entire is a user-friendly guidebook to cooking beautiful food, eating well, and
savoring every last bite, while reaching your health and workout goals. Sample recipes consist
of: • Chewy Chocolate Chip Cookies •Cristina Curp, the creator of the favorite food blog and
wellness site The Castaway Kitchen, delivers everything you need to do away with diets and
discover the right nutritional route for you personally in her new book, Made Entire. Toasted
Coconut Salmon • • Spaghetti and Meatballs with Roasted Beet Marinara Made Whole is a
thorough cookbook and resource information that combines the Paleo strategy with the lowcarb/ketogenic diet plan, using only whole, natural, unprocessed elements. •Sauce t eat and
embrace the beautiful and delicious things it is possible to eat, you will discover freedom and
pleasure in fueling the body with exceptional sustenance that nature provides. Cristina contains
all the tools you should be effective on a ketogenic diet plan, alongside advice and how-tos for
using the keto template to eat intuitively and create a personalized nutrition strategy based on
your unique needs. and much more! Made Whole will teach you that balanced diet doesn’t need
to fit into a particular label, box, or idea of what it should be. Once you begin to forget about
everything you can’ Savory Flax Waffles
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! Just anything you could hope for. Waited forever because of this to turn out - pre-ordered, then
bought a different one on Prime Time since it was a steal! I'll gift it or lend it to friends. With all
the 'diets' and new consuming lifestyles out there today, it gets really perplexing. And when you
possess digestion and swelling problems (I've Crohn's Disease, Peripheral Neuropathy,
Fibromyalgia, Reynaud's, Acid-reflux, Lactose Intolerance, Gluten Intolerance.. This girl has saved
me!most likely more which were never diagnosed.. I came across Cristina's site 'The Castaway
Kitchen'! I’ve tried several of the savory dishes but didn’t appreciate them the way I love the
desserts but that’s subjective and you'll love them. But now which has all changed.) I have done
Paleo and, until recently, have already been on a perpetual Whole30. Like would you that? She
tells a story about how exactly she healed herself from the within out. Her quality recipes are to
die for! Great storyteller! So be kind to yourself - buy this reserve and stick to her on SOCIAL
MEDIA MARKETING - you won't be sorry!. Her publication encompasses dishes for Paleo, Keto
(and a combined mix of both with AIP), and Entire30. Her dishes are easy to follow, and
delicious! I stick to her on social media marketing - she is my Yoda!for 3 weeks. I have made
most of them! She produced cooking (and eating) fun again!!! So appreciative of that time
period, effort and passion put in into this reserve!! I love following her on instagram. This
cookbook makes me feel just like it was written for me personally. Love her stories and so many
more recipes! Delicious, nutritious, AIP, and simple. It will not disappoint!! Good, tasty,
wholesome dishes I have followed Cristina for a lil little bit now. I was beyond thrilled when I
heard she was finally putting together a cookbook of her AMAZING dishes. If her dishes on Insta
weren't amazing that is a complete new fresh set of recipes for me to truly have a FIELD day
with. Get this, regardless of what "diet" you take in! Therefore I'll say it once again I've been
following Cristina for a bit now and sometimes you look at a recipe and you're like use what
using what say WHAT? Cristina what are you thinking? Pay attention just DO it. The completed
product has always been amazing even though I was scared to mix various items. The amazing
depth of taste Cristina has somehow jam loaded into her meals blows me away each and every
time! I may have to very clear my weekend because now all I would like to do is usually make
gyros, rib eye, carne molida, cortado panna cotta, flourless brownies, choc chip cookies,
cheeseburger pie, all of the meatballs, curried poultry and pickled onions. What's a lot more
amazing is the years of wisdom she's placed into every recipe so it not merely tastes amazing
but they're healthy. With each recipe you take in as you will need to, keto, AIP, dairy and or egg
free, whatever it is but still eat good delicious food that wont make you feel not so great later
on.what more could you want? I thought eating keto, and or Paleo was boring, i quickly found
Cristina, and some others. I began reading front to back again and was blown away with ALL
these amazing sounding condiments, dressings and sauces I wasn't sure if I would make it
through this chapter. You can find enough recipes in here to feed you for so long & I actually
don't normally write cookbook reviews as every Whole30, Paleo, AIP or Keto cookbook I have,
and I have many, I could only use a couple of the dishes as my diet falls somewhere in the
middle of all of them. When I noticed what she was producing on the website, I jumped on the
opportunity to buy her cookbook. My girl has autism and so we shifted to dairy and gluten free
of charge. My favorite recipes include the porridge (a breakfast staple in my house, I seriously
eat this each morning), the chocolate chip cookies (duh), all the sheet pan meals and the vaca
frita (OMG yum! Anyways, I nearly cook every evening from this reserve. I came across that she
runs on the large amount of the same ingredients in dishes and you'd think probably some could
taste as well.. Thank you Cristina for such an amazing publication that feeds my children such
amazing and delicious meals! I’m still offering this book 5 celebrities because there are few keto-

friendly dairy free cookbooks out there therefore i appreciate Cristina creating one for all of us.
So once I acquired my pantry stocked with some products, I was ready.My entire family gobbles
every meal up. No exaggeration. I think a few of my favorites will be the brussel sprouts with
bacon, cauliflower mashed potatoes (therefore incredibly easy/delicious), and the one that is
normally gyro motivated (can't think of the name). I will say the favorite is the chicken katsu. I
constantly set various recipes and have been very happy!Another amazing thing about this cook
book are the beautiful photos! Every dish I've prepared for my family of 6 has been a total hit so
far!And a super bonus, the chef notes and suggested variations to the quality recipes. I follow
her on Instagram, Facebook - she actually is a delight! FANTASTIC desserts! It’s full of wonderful
recipes and ways to eat a diet which will help me since I am dairy free of charge for health
factors and have been not wanting to eat grains legumes processed glucose or alcohol
consumption since following Whole30. Freaking awesome! The recipes rely heavily on coconut
items. All cookbooks should function such as this. It's a breeze to get around and since we reside
in such an electronic world where searching dishes can be time consuming (sifting through all
the bunk evaluations!.You will need this cookbook in your collection no matter what "diet" you
follow. I have an autoimmune disorder therefore i am trying to follow the AIP (autoimmune
process). Ha! Wonderful Healthy and Delicious This book is amazing and I’ve been looking
forward to it since following the author on her behalf blog and Instagram feed. This girl! I
recommend this publication to anyone experiencing health issues. Her recipes are easy to read
and follow & I've only made three or four 4 of the dishes but already learned a few new ways to
make things. I really like how she also puts quality recipes for sauces/extras in and then lets you
know which recipes you can use it in. I am a tiny cookbook collector, I love to cook and I love to
read recipes, which is among my most utilized cookbooks. My whole30 mom loved it and so did
my father and hubby! It's hearty and healthful. I love the way the dishes have swaps and options
to mix and match. There are some meal plans, purchasing lists, manuals and allergen web
directories. Who knew steaming cauliflower with bone broth would draw out a complete
different flavor? do not require weird or difficult to find ingredients. :-) I could go on and on - it's
definitely worth it. The best cookbook! Absolutely amazing. So much love and focus on even the
smallest of detail. Substitutions, exactly what will pair well with each recipe, tools needed,
helpful tips, tons and a great deal of information (like a bonus diet and cooking class guide
before you begin), meal plans. The following book you need to buy is that one, 'Made Whole' by
Cristina Curp.!.), this design helps it be just so simple to maneuver..We dont have to consider
'what's for dinner'.... She is REAL, so personable, gorgeous inside and out, and funny as hell! Her
dessert quality recipes are delicious and pretty easy to make..absolutely amazing. Holy cow, I
love seeing every dishes picture. Perfection! Great if you value coconut. I've made a few things
from this plus they were okay.There is so much thought placed into the recipes and THE BOOK
DESIGN! In case you have not purchased this book, do it!.. It's amazing! I didn't buy the book here
but got it at Costco. Shoot, buy it up unless you have a "diet" at all. The recipes in this
publication make it easy. I've made at least a dozen recipes and they are all delicious & most
importantly easy to make. My hubby, who is not really following AIP, is certainly loving the
brand new menu products.. I also love that they are all filled with nourishing ingredients and
entire, true foods.and that says a whole lot. I then realized that of her recipes follow AIP and
Keto and my children cannot have nightshades, in order that meant a WHOLE COOKBOOK was
filled with recipes we're able to use! Wow! I actually haven't used the publication but I really do
cook a whole lot and the quality recipes are amazing! I can tell by the ingredients and the way
she puts things together that the quality recipes will work. Usually I choose a cookbook by

starting random pages and checking to observe if the dishes are something Let me make. I
haven't found one in the reserve however that I wouldn't like to try! Good Addition Great recipes
for someone following a paleo or keto diet. There are also substitutions included if you are AIP.
We've enjoyed many of the recipes in 5his reserve and feel it is a definite asset to your
cookbook library. The cookbook I’ve been waiting for!! I was easily in a position to map out 3
weeks of meal arranging in one sitting. I found Cristina in Instagram and followed her for a time
and tried some of her quality recipes and my children loved them. I am looking forward to
Cristina's next recipe publication. Mind blown!!This may be the most important book you will
ever buy!! Generally I get cookbooks and half of the dishes we can’t even use which is a downer.
I am hoping she writes 10 even more!!! Haha! I know it’s plenty of work to create a cookbook, but
man we really enjoy it. We have made at least 10 recipes from the publication up to now, for
company also who aren’t keto, and everyone have the meals rave reviews! If you haven’t seen
her Instagram check it out!! Christina has made an amazing cookbook with therefore many
delicious quality recipes and also gets it like no-one else!. I had been in a significant rut, and
didn’t make many special stuff anymore, and this publication has energized my love of food and
cooking food again. Keto, whole30, paleo or non of the aforementioned - try it! I purchased this
right after it came out and also have waited until We tried several quality recipes to create this
review. I made the alfredo this weekend - SO GOOD - and then used it for the salmon zoodle
bake. Everything I've made has turned out SO well and even passes by the taste test of my picky,
non-keto boyfriend. It was a complete family change, the very best kind of change, IMO.). More
than just dishes - fits many different diets This book is excellent - not only is it filled with a ton
of wonderful recipes but it's organized wonderfully.? They don't take a large amount of time to
make but contain flavor.. As a person who doesn't do very much dairy, I need not make an effort
to adapt these quality recipes like I do therefore many keto recipes. Significantly, if you
purchase one low carb/keto cookbook, it should be this one. This lovely lady was recommended
by a friend. you may never get bored.! Love that the quality recipes are dairy-free since Keto
cookbooks often rely heavily on milk products to produce a dish tasty.. I would say the power is
in this portion of the reserve. I was still overweight, spent a lot of time in the john, couldn't
travel, was actually and emotionally miserable - taking in the same food continuously - so
boring. Uh hold onto your socks!
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